Intercalation of water molecules between nucleic acid bases in the crystal structures of 6-azathymine hemihydrate and 5-amino-2-thiocytosine dihydrochloride dihydrate.
The crystal structure of 6-azathymine hemihydrate (6AzTH) exhibits a novel intercalation of water molecules interposed half-way between the modified bases 6.3 to 6.7 A apart. The crystal contains four molecules of 6-azathymine (6AzT) and two water molecules as the independent repeating unit. These two water molecules together with the four bases form two separate water sandwiches. In the crystal structure these sandwiches form two sets of local clusters. The anhydrous crystalline form of 6AzT, on the other hand, is stabilized by base stacking interactions. Both the water molecules in 6AzTH that are involved in sandwich formation have trigonal coordination around them. A reexamination of the crystal structure of 5-amino-2-thiocytosine (5A2TC) revealed that one of the water molecules in this structure also forms a water sandwich and has trigonal coordination whereas the other water molecule with tetrahedral coordination does not form a sandwich. The environment and the characteristics of the intercalated water molecule in these structures suggest a possible role for such water intercalations in the dynamics of DNA. Crystals of 6AzTH are monoclinic, space group P21/n, with unit cell parameters a = 8.861 (1), b = 13.177 (3), c = 20.662 (2) A, beta = 93.35 (1) degrees, and Z = 16. From diffractometer data (2503 reflections, greater than or equal to 3 sigma), the crystal structure was solved and refined to an R of 0.056.